Students’ parking loss is faculty’s gain

Two-hour bus delay angers students, SGA

New policy bans drinking games

Amended bills to be voted on

Students lose lots to make room for faculty parking
NATO European commander introduces 'new NATO to UCF' Jones says humanitarian response team is just one crucial aspect

ALEX WALL
Correspondent/Writer

Jones, James Jones spoke at UCF Thursday about the evolving role of NATO operations.

Jones is the top commander of NATO’s European forces and commander of the U.S. European Command.

Jones spoke to over 400 audience members at the Bailey Alumni Center and his impression was clear.

NATO is a necessary component of the geopolitical dynamic and as that dynamic changes, NATO must adapt to meet the constantly evolving demands of the global community, Jones said.

And the rise of terrorism has provided a new focal point for NATO.

Jones explained that the pace of the 20th century was built on a reactive ideology, and that the advent of terrorism and non-traditional axes has given NATO a new purpose.

"NATO is not a sufficiently malleable thing," Jones said. "It must be both reactive and offensive.

He said that in 2003, NATO's only international involvement was in the Balkans. Today, NATO's troop deployments are deployed on three different continents.

Since then, NATO has also undertaken a successful expansion from 26 to 29 member nations in 2009, with 20 partner

"The United States played a major role in the expansion into former communist and Soviet countries; these countries appreciate what many of us take for granted by being a part of NATO," Jones noted.

Jones touched on many of NATO's various missions, such as the post Sept. 11, 2001, operations in Afghanistan, the invasion in Iraq to train army officials, and a "training and support mission for Iraq" to provide training to officials and support in place and out of the country.

NATO's most complex mission is in Afghanistan, an endeavor that has lasted over 13 years and occupied 40 per cent of the country. Jones praised the "20,000 NATO forces and 50,000 contractors" who have done "the most noble" job in the world.

Jones also spoke about the focus of NATO and how its operations have expanded. Using energy as a weapon and piracy on the high seas are both areas of critical concern that the organization could address.

Jones stated, "NATO has a foothold in the Eastern European continent as a result of the expansion and should use some of its resources to help the struggling democracies there."

However, while the presence on NATO has increased, he noted, the average global domestic product contribution from the member states has fallen to about 1.5 per cent. Jones advocated a 2 or even 2.5 percentage point allocation to fulfill NATO's present and future goals.

"But one of the most crucial aspects of the 'new NATO' is its humanitarian response," Jones said.

"People don't think of NATO as a humanitarian organization, but they should," Jones said.

Jones went on to say that "there is a war machine" in the world, and that "the United States, as the world's largest economy and the only superpower, has a moral obligation to lead.

"The international community was out there helping ... as part of NATO," Jones said. "It's not how many targets we kill, but how many people we help," he said.

Jones closed the seminar by saying that the U.S. and NATO have "the capacity to do great things and the privilege to spread good news to every corner of the world.
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This is not our fault—SGA

By AI

said he feels SGA is responsible because it did not confirm the pickup time prior to game day. “When they screw up like that, it hurts,” he said.

According to Brian Dickson, the director of operations for American Coach Lines, SGA officially contacted the company at 2:50 a.m., on game day.

Dickson also said he was personally contacted 20 minutes afterward and immediately began making emergency calls to other buses for help. However, American Coach Lines’ reserving buses had been reserved for other assignments at the time.

“Once we found out what happened, it does take a while,” Dickson said. By 3:30 a.m., however, he said most of the buses that were needed had arrived at UCF.

Dickson said the reason the buses had been late in the first place was because they had been scheduled for a later kickoff time.

“It was simply a scheduling error,” he said.

However, John Zimmerman, SGA’s director of communications, said that by failing to arrive on time, American Coach Lines breached its contract.

“UCF has always put students first,” Zimmerman said. “Please give us another shot. The service is going to be great.”

Students who wish to take the game-day buses must purchase a $3 wristband 48 hours in advance from the SGA Ticket Center located in the Student Union.

Organizations may also purchase an entire bus. On game days, buses will depart from the Visual Arts Building two and four hours before kickoff and will return to campus half an hour after the game ends. For more information, visit the SGA Ticket Center or call (407) 823-6000.

“UCF is very important to us. We would never have knowingly allowed this to happen.”

—BRAD O’DELL, DIR. OF OPERATIONS, AMERICAN COACH LINES

Two types of shuttle buses are parked in the lot behind the Student Union. American Coach Lines buses are used to transport students both to football games and to nearby residences.

“UCF has always put students first,” Zimmerman said. “Please give us another shot. The service is going to be great.”

Students who wish to take the game-day buses must purchase a $3 wristband 48 hours in advance from the SGA Ticket Center located in the Student Union.

Organizations may also purchase an entire bus. On game days, buses will depart from the Visual Arts Building two and four hours before kickoff and will return to campus half an hour after the game ends. For more information, visit the SGA Ticket Center or call (407) 823-6000.
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Students who wish to take the game-day buses must purchase a $3 wristband 48 hours in advance from the SGA Ticket Center located in the Student Union.

Organizations may also purchase an entire bus. On game days, buses will depart from the Visual Arts Building two and four hours before kickoff and will return to campus half an hour after the game ends. For more information, visit the SGA Ticket Center or call (407) 823-6000.

We Have the Best Seat in the House


That’s the feeling you get from UCF Test Prep Courses. We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT or SAT... at a lower price. In most cases, our price is less than one-third of what you’ll pay with most national test prep providers. While preparing for the big exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter.

UCF Test Prep Courses

Call 407.823.TE513 or visit www.testprep.ucf.edu
The university is hoping for an initial enrollment of $900,000. That makes the university a one-year program, a tiny sliver of college among the many colleges providing students with educational choices for their studies while thriving in a low-cost money on student support. "We have been able to attract students to its small-town class and local universities, the Baltimore Sun reported Sunday. It will be a one-time grant program.

The university is changing from a private, non-profit institution to a senior undergraduates and graduate students to enroll in a full four-year undergraduate program.

"We made a determination that we couldn't get the money on student support," said Robert L. Englander, president of the public school system. "We think when we go online, the availability of that scholarship, that it will be very popular, as well as competitive." The university is hoping for an enrollment of 500 to 1,000 freshmen. Undergraduate tuition and fees for the 2007-08 academic year are expected to be $2,000. The university's total costs for the first academic year could be $4,500, officials said.
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Students lament G2 loss

sold per space is 45. In contrast, the ratio of spaces for students is 2 parking permits per parking space, according to UF and Parking Services Manager John Clark.

"The problem is [resulting] out of where a student and what they need," Clark said. "Some are counted as employment. But generally a student parking ratio, determining permits sold per parking space, is 3.5 permits per space. Clark said that there are 1,200 available parking spaces on campus, but the number of full-time students on campus is approximately 30,000. "If all of the students have cars," Clark said, "parking problems are a way of life for many students on campus. The increase in student parking has concerned many students, particularly in critical areas such as the G2 lot next to the West Parking Garage.

Before it was converted into a faculty and staff only lot, the G2 lot faced congestion from both the parking garage and the Visual Arts lot nearby. "That actually was one of the few parking spaces that faculty were able to control the head that they needed," Clark said.

Implementation bore the brunt of the problems, according to the G2 lot in particular in one parking area, the G2lot. The UF Parking Services Manager said that approximate faculty parking, offices, and vehicle owner's permit holders, which run from September 1 to July of the following year, are the only users allowed to park in the G2 lot.

Not only did the parking problems have a way of life for many students on campus, but the increase in faculty parking, has concerned many students, particularly in critical areas such as the G2 lot next to the West Parking Garage.

"That lot was only three-quarters of the way full," McMillan said. "Besides, there was nowhere else to park."

The question remains, however, if the ratio for students and permits is up to national standards, why can't students find a place to park?

"Sometimes it's the time of day you come to campus," Clark said. "Sometimes, too, you're wrong.

The best strategy is to arrive early and simply to wait."

If so, we'll probably if you sit and wait for a space instead of driving around," Clark said.

Logan said students need to see the larger picture when it comes to parking dilemmas. "Students might consider seeing a parking sticker as a broader context, since parking is problem-ranging from overcrowded to congested," Logan said.

Senior music education major Rachel McMillan received a ticket last week in the G2 lot. "I didn't know I couldn't," said McMillan, who was taking classes at the time she received the citation.

"I didn't know that," McMillan said. McMillan said that when she pulled up in the lot, all the available spaces were parked. McMillan agreed with the idea of four decals, and figured it was fine for her space. "That lot was only three-quarters of the way full," McMillan said. "Besides, there was nowhere else to park."
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White said, "Latorre said prohibiting drinking games at the speaker moves up, you're the executive and the legislative the government."

Student officials had other ideas about drinking games ban after the Bush administration quickly recognized leaders who initially avoided Chavez in a coop, before the Venezuelan returned prevarication at a coop. Bush's political foes and friends alike have condemned the remarks, while a call has encouraged for treatment in boycort Venezuela-owned Cigo Petroleum Corp. One U.S. govern-ment spokesman told his state's is no longer

SGA chair says old bill hinders checks and balances<br>

Stout said the construction for federal and executive away are set up so that the judiciary and executive branches do not always agree. The president has to speak closely to attorney general, but the speaker is the head of the Senate and the executive branch system.

"There is a possibility that the speaker could either disagree with the president or not get along all the same," Stout said. She said that the speaker that people picked that his choice or someone isn't chosen in them. She said that although the amendments to the U.S. constitution will not directly impact the student body students, should know what's been changed in their student govern-ment.

"It is the constitution that governs their leaders, so if they that have an automatic right and duty to understand what's being changed," Stout said.

Speaker of the Senate Anthony Forbush said students should read the information on the SGA. With aim to gain a bet­ter understanding of the amendments.

"Make sure you really research the amendments, look into things before you vote and make a very educated decision," Forbush said. "When you're voting during senate elections don't just vote off of someone saying, 'Hey, vote yes and yes.'

Students can vote on both bills during senators week start­ing Sept. 25 at 8 a.m. and ending Sept. 27 at 5 p.m.
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Lineup changes already made, more possible

CHRIS HOYLER

South Florida defensive and Chris Robinson burst around the edge, shedding the block of tight end Mike Merritt. He moved in on quarterback Steven Moffett, blinding the senior for the fumble that clinched a 26-17 win for the Bulls on Sept. 16.

The ball was not the only thing to come loose on the play. Moffett's hold on the starting quarterback is starting to slip according to UCF coach George O'Leary.

"I am working with a lot of quarterbacks this week, because I think we need to do that," O'Leary said at his Thursday press conference.

"Sometimes the assistant coaches get stereotyped into one guy, and I don't. I want to find the exact productive guy that can move the football team up and down the field. Right now, that's Steven, but it is his job to keep us to go out everyday and keep it," O'Leary said that Moffett has "played better," but that he expects something more from the position as a whole.

Knights open C-USA schedule against USM

True freshman running back Leads Golden Eagles' offense

By MATT MURPHY

With a 5-2 record, all UCF football players and coaches are stressed confidence and improvement. With so much football left to play, you can't let yourself think any differently. But it is nice to see that it begins a rough two weeks for the Golden Knights.

The contest versus Florida was hard to watch; the script for South Florida was hard to stomach, but that is one of the beauties about college football. With so much emphasis on a March conference record, those losses can stand as a test learning experiences.

Hopefully the Knights have learned as much as possible because their conference season starts Thursday and everyone knows the importance that carries.

"Conference play is key because that really dictates where we head and what we do," coach George O'Leary said. "The kids understand that." Under the bright lights of national television, the Knights will begin their 2006 conference journey with the Southern Mississippi Golden Eagles. Last October, the Knights outscored SMU 19-10 to clinch the win against the Mustangs, who led 2-0 in the last four matches against the Bulls.
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penalties and turnovers.

Beach, who is also in his
first season with UCF as a
Kicker. If Torres’
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more than just kickoff.
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Kolb leads Houston with 313 yards, four TDs

Players, O'Leary say enthusiasm is up; Kevin Smith returns from suspension

"We get back to some of the fundamentals, working on the little things to make sure we have our techniques right and continue to progress through the season."

The season continues Tuesday with the opening of Conference USA play. The Knights will face the team that handed them their only regular season C-USA loss last season, Southern Miss. It's a matchup of the teams picked to finish first (UCF) and second (SMU) in C-USA East and the coaches' preseason polls.

"Their rankings say we're the top two teams," Reid said. "We like playing against good competition and we feel like last year was not what we were as a team."

In last Saturday's loss to Temple, the Knights turned the ball over five times in the first half and were down 45-7 after halftime. Southern Miss scored earlier in the game on a 53-yarder, and was down 21-7 early in the second quarter from Xavier Lee. Southern Miss quarterback Jeff Rowe said some tackles Sean Merritt's ankle injury suffered last week. The junior will have strong arm, from the man line up next to defensive tackle Mark T. Prince.

"We expect a lot out of him," Rowe said of Prince. "We had high expectations of him coming into the year. He's a smart player. He's grown up and has played better than he's ever played. He's given a lot of his life."

On the field, the Knights and Eagles have emerged as one of the top two teams," Reid said. "They're a great burst."

O'Leary said Kevin Smith "has had a great burst."

With Smith, the team's best receiver last season, out for the second consecutive season of the year, the Knights' offense is down. Smith's absence has been a huge blow for the team, who are currently ranked sixth in the nation in total offense.
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Kolb leads Houston with 313 yards, four TDs

Mixed with sunshine and a rainbow during the game, Houston managed to keep momentum for the entire game, leading it to the 17-0 victory over Temple.

The Cougars (4-0) took advantage of an overturned call to take a 24-0 lead just before halftime. With less than eight minutes left in the game, Kolb, who had 101 rushing yards and three TDs, threw a 13-yard touchdown pass to tight end Tramon Smith for the 24-20 lead. Kolb, who is from the Houston area, kept the Cougars (4-0) in the game and finished with 201 yards passing and three TDs. In the fourth quarter, Kolb made a remarkable catch in the end zone for his fourth TD.
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**I'm serious! The B.A. Building was designed by M.C. Escher! I've been lost for three days!**

---

**Venezuelan president nothing more than an attention-seeking child**

Here's the thing:

What's the common thread between the Citgo sign in Kenmore Square and President Hugo Chavez?

Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez.

The answer: they both have been equated with the devil.

Citgo is a Venezuelan subsidiary.

Chavez delivers a speech at the July 2007 unveiling in London. That's right, the devil incarnate.

Citgo sign in Kenmore Square replaced with the Coca-Cola logo.

**UCF police officer’s tragic death not in vain, forced needed change**

Sunday marked the one-year anniversary of the tragic death of UCF Police Officer Mario Jenkins.

Police officers provide for our safety every day, but their efforts do not go unnoticed.

Jenkins was fatally shot by an Orlando police officer during an evening of tailgating parties.

UCF has organized activities to keep students from getting into trouble.

The police officers see possible problems, and new locator signs have gone up around the campus.

**Medication is not the answer to life’s problems**

If you have a bully on the global scene that needs to be squashed, what's the answer?

There are no serious security cameras that can help officers do their jobs.

These reforms keep police officers safe from bullies.

A panel investigating the Citrus Bowl games.

Look at the family line we have been buying into the lie.

---
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Iraq war creating more terrorism
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Putting an 8-year-old on the streets to search for drugs...
HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online 24 hours/day
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-442-0053
By fax: 407-442-6420
In person: University Court, Suite 200
UCLA, 400 Westada Drive, Miami Beach 33141
407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

MARKET RESEARCH
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER
Conducting interviews regarding professional World Tour office
NEVER SALES
- Monday evenings 9-9 pm
- Occasional 9 am - 1 pm
- Free transportation & $8-$12 for expenses
Great exp for marketing & psychology majors.
Call Anne 407-671-7143

BUIDLY EXPERIENCE
Immediate PM Shift Available!
Fun Environment!
• Growth Opportunities
• Flexible Schedules AM/PM
• $8-$10 an hour
• Weekly Paychecks
• Paid Training
Call and Set-Up and Immediate Interview!
Bring a Friend and see how you can receive $100 Referral Bonus!

U.S.AIR
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
2 people needed to
earn free tuition.
No experience necessary. Requires
some coursework. Must memorize
a minimum of 100 words.
Learn to be a lawyer before
being hired. No prior education
or work experience necessary.
$300-$500 per week. Contact us
at 407-658-6615.

Phi Delta Theta
Floridian Chapter • JU
Local chapter of Phi Delta Theta
seeking bright, motivated
local individuals.
Weekly Paychecks! Please contact
James at 407-249-5756 for more info.

100% FEMALE!
WANTED: General
All areas are currently interviewing
for the following positions:
SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
LUNCH SERVERS • HOST /HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
Great exp for marketing
restaurateurs at our Downtown
Restaurants
in Downtown Disney®
Working on the Disney Dream
(Ministry of Food)
We are currently hiring
Bartenders & Server/Cook
positions in our Bar
in Downtown Disney®
(Miracle Bar)
Positions available now
in Downtown Disney®
(Miracle Bar)
Call 407-938-3696

LEARNING PHYSICALS
3 Community Health Centers
Surgical technologist, Cardiac
technologist, CMA, RN,
Nurse Aide all positions.
Available
in Winter Park.
Call 407-658-6615.
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I'M A STUDENT AND A PLASMA DONOR

DCI Biologicals

Find out how thousands of students save lives and earn cash by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture unique medicines for people with serious illnesses.

6120 Alafia Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

Toll Free

5$170/ MO.

$10 OFFER

DONATING

New Donors

Bring this ad for

$5 extra

on 2nd and following
donations.

SPECIAL

EARN UP TO

HELP WANTED:

Fast Food

125

HELP WANTED:

Part-Time

125

HELP WANTED:

Full-Time

125

Home: Helper

Special: Helper, Foley, Sanitation

Major: Roth, Feylun

Wages: $10, 10 hours + tips

Day Time: Flanagan, (212) 373-2645

HELP WANTED:

ON CALL

200

Wages: $10, 10 hours + tips

Day Time: Stan, (212) 373-2645

HELP WANTED:

FT/PT

175

Wages: $10, 10 hours + tips

Day Time: Stan, (212) 373-2645

Golden Knights Enterprises, Inc.

Golden Knights Enterprises, Inc.

Earn up to $170 a month

donating plasma regularly.

Special Offer

$10 off

for new donors.
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$10 off
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One, Two and Three Bedrooms starting from the low $130s.

- Secured and Gated Community
- Health Club Style 24-hour Fitness Center
- Picnic and Recreational Area
- Computer Room with Broadband Internet Access
- Solariums in Selected Units
- Private Terraces
- Business Center with Conference Room
- Private Garages are Available
- Car Wash Area
- Club House, Swimming Pool and Sun Deck
- Resort-Style Pool with Sun Deck
- Preserve and Lake Views Available
- Private Garages Available
- State-of-the-Art Fitness Center
- Private Garages Available

Regent Park brings the best of both worlds together in a brand new luxury residential townhome in Orlando. Close to I-4 and The Florida Turnpike, Regent Park is a short drive to Disney World and Universal Studios, and it's just minutes from downtown, providing easy access to highly rated schools, championship golf, world-class shopping, dining and many of Central Florida's most popular entertainment destinations. From its meticulous landscaping, incredible amenities and prime location, Regent Park strikes the perfect balance between quality, comfort and luxury.

Our Programs: UCF has over 94 master's degrees, 3 specialist degrees, and 25 doctoral degrees as well as 77 graduate certificate programs.

Convenience: UCF arranges flexible evening and weekend graduate courses to conveniently fit into your busy schedule. Online programs and courses meet the diverse needs of busy professionals.

Value: Experience the value of UCF's world-renowned faculty, great location, expanding campus and reputation for academic excellence.

Consider the millions of reasons why a graduate education at UCF is Your Opportunity.

www.graduate.ucf.edu

UCF Stands For Opportunity